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Abstract—Fascicle (fiber bundle) orientation and length are useful parameters to infer the force
potential of skeletal muscles. Ultrasound imaging is commonly used to determine fascicle
characteristics. In most of the literature, automated methods simplify analysis by assimilating
fascicles and aponeuroses (connective tissue on which fascicles are anchored) to straight lines that
are homogeneously arranged along the muscle length. In practice, manual adjustments are often
needed to the realizations of the proposed automated methods due to the low signal-to-noise
ratio of the images. We propose a fully automated and robust method that determines non-linear
aponeuroses and fascicles over entire panoramic images, reflecting the real structure of the
muscle and its fibers.
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I. INTRODUCTION
For characterization of human muscles, non-invasive 2D ultrasound B-mode images are commonly
used. A schematic illustration of muscle imaging is shown in Figure 1. We see that there are several
challenges with the imaging process. Firstly, the obtained ultrasound image suffers from a low
signal-to-noise ratio, obfuscating the actual structures that are being imaged. Also, the size of the
ultrasound transducer limits the field of view of the ultrasound image to a minor portion of the
actual muscle. Panoramic scans can be used to overcome the limited field of view but their analysis
remains complex.
Manual analysis of ultrasound images can be painstaking and prone to subjective interpretations.
Automated methods have been developed for interpretation of fascicles [1], [2]. However, proposed
methods often rely on a number of assumptions, like the approximation of the shape of aponeurosis
and fascicles as straight lines homogeneously arranged along the muscle length, and/or their code is
not readily accessible to the general public (not free and open source).

II. METHODOLOGY
For the purpose of this “proof of concept” communication, we used panoramic images, made of
stitched B-mode scans of the vastus lateralis muscle. The analysis programme was designed to
process images only depicting the thickness of one muscle, as defined by its shallow and deep
aponeuroses (Figure 1). The Radon transforms of the upper and lower half of this image are then
used to find first order line-approximations of the aponeuroses. Detected lines are divided into
overlapping regions of interest (ROI), and the strongest ROIs are used as the starting points for
segmenting the rest of the path. By applying a continuity condition, smooth aponeuroses outlines
are found similar to the expected biological structures.
Fascicles are enhanced by applying a Frangi vesselness filter. Fascicle paths are found by measuring
the dominant direction around a point through a large number of local radon transforms, weighted
by the ratio of the median value of each radon transform, and divided by the corresponding
variance. Based on the orientation of the line segment found in each ROI, contiguous ROIs are
determined until the full reference fascicle has been characterized. The method and its GUI is made
available in open source Python computer code [3], with the current GUI shown in Figure 2. The app
can load DICOM, JPG and PNG image files, and utilizes standard Python packagessuch as NumPy and
scikit-image.
III. RESULTS
The main features of interest for the fascicles are their length and pennation angle, i.e. the angle
between the fascicle and the deep aponeuroses. As shown in Figure 3, consistent results were
found for the pennation angles (ranging from 27.9° to, 36.9°) and fascicle lengths (ranging from 8.1
to 9.2 centimeters). The results reflect the regional variability of fascicles conformation
along the muscle length as intended. Visual inspection confirms the suitability of the proposed
method with images from several subjects, with various signal-to-noise ratio, artefacts and muscle
architecture.
CONCLUSION
A fully automated and robust method that determines nonlinear aponeuroses and fascicles over
entire panoramic images is implemented and made available in open source Python computer code.
The proposed method gives promising results for a more accurate and detailed study of muscle
architecture. Further studies are needed to validate it and to extend its application to ultrasound
videos of contracting muscles.
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